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Learning/Teaching/Training Event C6  
Using the Zoom system the event was organized digitally due to the Covid-19 by the University of 
Oviedo (10, 11 and 22 May 2021). Due to the containment measures of the Covid it was impossible to 
organize a face-to-face event in Spain. The frontiers were closed, and they were waiting for the 
massive vaccination that was beginning at that time. 

The goal of the event is to raise awareness about the partnership’s newly developed methodology and 
multidisciplinary approach to develop new teaching material. Implicit, the goal is to present the 
developments of links created between innovation, research and education – the three sides of the 
‘knowledge triangle’. The event will focus on the project’s findings and products and will present the 
project’s outline (early 2021), objectives and expected outcomes. This will also include the evaluation 
and execution of O4. Furthermore, there will be made a documentation and evaluation that will be 
part of Intellectual Output O7, Learning / teaching / training material – Manual / handbook / guidance 
material including the multiplier event E5 (Architectural Biennale in Venice). 

The sessions of Teams began with two lectures by Fátima Pombo (University of Aveiro in Portugal 
about “Six Themes for this Millennium according Juhani Pallasmaa”, Martina Malešič (University of 
Liubliana, Slovenia) about The Rediscovery of the “Forgotten” Plečnik in the Eighties, by the designer 
Hans Thyge who  spoke in the theme “The Sketching process……storytelling around chairs” and finally 
by Marta García-Sampedro and Noelia Fernández who explained the “Didactictac Project or how to 
use video presentations to link pedagogy, visual studies and different education levels”. The main 
objective of the last speech was to contribute to frame theoretically the next activity: “DESIGN FOR 
EVERYBODY. INNOVATIVE AND PEDAGOGICAL PROJECTS” presentations by master’ and doctoral’ 
students of Art History and Secondary Education, in order to select the three Spanish students to 
participate in de Biennale 2021. The jury (all the Craft partners) the jury provided interesting 
suggestions and reflections on the videos shown. Technical processes, narrative capacity, quality of 
conceptual discourse and creativity were analyzed. 

Fig. 5. Screenshot of one of the Oviedo’s workshop (Mai 2021) 
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To replace the cultural visits that were organized in other events in Ljubljana and Aveiro, a virtual tour 
of the chairs of the city of Oviedo was shown, from the Campus of Humanities to the Museum of Fine 
Arts of Asturias. Th virtual journey was made to show the cultural reality of the region closer to the 
audience, showing both the stacked chairs of the closed bars or the empty school benches and the 
paintings that depict chairs in the Fine Arts Museum. The cultural online experience was enriched by 
a wine testing explained by a professional of wine production who explained how to appreciate wine 
through Sight, Touch, Taste, Smell, and sound. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Wine testing guide 

 

SELECTION OF STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN BIENNALE DI ARCHITETTURA IN VENICE (2021) 

In connection with the Learning/Teaching/Training Event C6 a video competition named ‘DESIGN FOR 
EVERYBODY. INNOVATIVE AND PEDAGOGICAL PROJECTS’ was facilitated and managed by the 
University of Oviedo facilitated with the aim of selecting students to participate in the upcoming 
CRAFT workshop at the Art Biennale in Venice. This was linked with a local project managed by the 
University of Oviedo partners of Craft, DicdactictacTV: 
https://didactictac2018.wixsite.com/didactictac-tv 
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The aim of this proposal of context was to integrate design interpretation throughout History, 
Pedagogy, ICT, using English language as a vehicle of communication to create an innovative and 
necessary up-to-date project. The objective was to produce an informative video in English about a 
manufactured European design piece, or widely used in Europe. The video must be aimed at bilingual 
secondary students. The chosen design piece must be a chair, whether from the industrial or pre-
industrial movement, and must represent an artistic movement, a social concern, a necessity, a latest 
trend, or a technological advance. 

The videos must had to be limited to three-four minutes and be recorded, if it is possible, with mobile 
devices: smart phones, laptops or tablets. They were to be preferably recorded in a horizontal format 
and in English. Music, voice-over or subtitles could be included, and any edition application could be 
used i.e.: Powtoon, Filmora, i-Movie, Movie-Maker, etc., The contest was addressed to students from 
the Master in Advanced Studies in Art History: Research and Management; Master in Teacher Training 
in Secondary Schools and History of Art and Music Studies PhD Programme of University of Oviedo 
(2020-2021). 

The students defended their project during a monographic session organized in May 2021 (C6 – Short 
term joint staff training event), and four students ended up presenting their entries to the Jury who 
considered their originality, appropriate discourse and selection of the piece of design, the 
creative and artistic aspects of the project and the correct use of recording and edition 
techniques. Three of these students participated in the Venice Architecture Bienale in 2021 
sharing experiences and knowledge with other students selected in other countries. 

 


